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Summary

Constitution Day also known as 'Samvidhan Divas', is celebrated in our country
on 26th November every year to commemorate the adoption of the Constitution
of India. On 26th November 1949, the Constituent Assembly of India adopted
the Constitution of India, which came into effect from 26th January 1950.
The Indian Constitution is the world¶s longest written constitution which provides
an excellent framework for governing the world¶s largest democracy. It nurtures
the aspirations of its citizens, and is a true living Constitution in as much as it
gives the widest possible amplitude for the realization of both individual liberties
and desires and at the same time enforces the need for a collective growth and
development. As we celebrate seventy-one years of this remarkable document
for social, political and economic development which has informed almost every
aspect of Indian life, it is important to create awareness amongst the Indian
citizens about the Constitution and its special features, particularly Fundamental
Duties, as enshrined in the Constitution.
In order to celebrate the Indian Constitution Day today, Credence Club of
Rukmini Devi Institute of Advanced Studies conducted 'The Great Indian
Constitution Quiz' for its students.
The event was divided into two rounds. Round 1 was named as The Constitution
Knowledge, wherein each participant was asked two questions. The top five
participants who scored the maximum points scaled to Round 2- The
Constitution Master. Participants were asked 20 questions in all. The person
who gave the maximum correct answers was declared the winner of the event.

Winners of the Event were:
First Position: Mayank Goel, BBA Sem V
Second Position: Romica Dhawan, MBA Sem I
Third Position: Purbi Goenka, MBA Sem I

The event aimed at providing an insight on the fundamental duties and rights as
prescribed in the Constitution of India. The event ended with a vote of thanks to
the judges and the participants.
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